We keep our promise
so you can keep yours

We keep our promise
so you can keep yours
Promises are important and it is essential to keep
them. They might be commitments made to your family,
or they could be promises to yourself about achieving
your own aspirations. At Liberty, we understand the
value of keeping such important promises.
That’s why this booklet is different - it’s a record of
promises we’ve kept to real people. These are people
who have experienced life’s unfortunate events.
They are people who, in turn, have needed financial

help to keep promises of their own. Fortunately for
them, they are people who chose Liberty to protect
themselves and their loved ones.
These true stories are our customers’ testimonies to
the fact that we deliver on our word when it matters.
That’s something you can rely on too, should the worst
ever happen.

The four pillar approach to risk cover
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Life
Protection

Lifestyle
Protection

Covers the risk of dying
and the financial impact
this event will have on
your surviving family.
Sometimes dealing with
an expensive terminal
illness, and extending
to the inevitable cost of
family funerals.

Covers the risk of being
burdened with the cost of
surviving and recuperating
from some form of critical
illness or unexpected
traumatic event. Options
exist to extend this cover
with specific female and
child related critical
illness benefits.

Loss of
Income
Protection
Covers the risk that you
lose your income through
some form of disability or
impairment that prevents
you from earning a living.

Policy
Protection
Covers the risk of losing
or being denied access
to appropriate levels of
cover in the future, either
because of a temporary
inability to make the
premium payments for
some reason, or because
your health circumstances
may have changed.

A choice of cover
to suit your life
Our market leading and award winning Lifestyle
Protector product offers you the flexibility to change,
mix and match benefits to suit the needs of your
lifestyle. Our comprehensive benefits ensure that, if the
unfortunate happens, any financial gaps are addressed.
The industry showed its confidence in our Lifestyle
Protector by awarding Liberty the 2011 FIA Long Term
Insurer of the Year for Risk Products.
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In 2011, we paid policyholders
R2.597 billion in claims
Of the R2.597 billion in claims paid out (1 & 2):
• R2.004 billion was paid for life protection claims.
• R266 million was paid for critical illness claims.
• R327.3 million was paid in loss of income claims.

Liberty was the first company to publish claims statistics

2009
2008

R 2.030 Billion

R 2.218 Billion

2010

R 2.572 Billion

2007

R 2.387 Billion

2006
R 1.128 Billion
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2011

R 2.597 Billion

At each stage, you may be prone to different
types of risks (such as health and financial).
And, of course, irrespective of your age, death,
disability or critical illness can strike at any
time. As a result, the cost of not matching your
insurance needs with appropriate cover could
be enormous.

Breakdown of Lifestyle claims by gender

It’s important to know that different stages of
life require different approaches to insurance.

Death

Breakdown of Lifestyle claims by age

Matching your
needs to levels
of cover

Disability
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Death
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Critical
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Life’s typical journey of risk
Poor lifestyle
habits may not
be showing

20

Femal
es

Ye
ar
s

Males

High blood pressure
& cancer risks

30
Yea
rs

Stress, especially
among working mothers

Weight gain

Rheumatoid arthritis &
weight gain after childbirth

40
Yea
rs
Heart disease,
stroke & diabetes

Heart disease &
high blood pressure

5060
Yea
rs

Heart disease &
prostate cancer

Unhealthy diet,
lack of exercise,
smoking & stress
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It’s never too early
to take out cover

Our promise to you:
we pay all valid claims

Here are details of two families who benefited in 2011
shortly after purchasing a Lifestyle Protector policy.

To prevent potential problems or delays at claim stage,
we ask you to answer all questions relating to your lifestyle,
financial matters and health status honestly and accurately.
Don’t disregard certain aspects of your details as insignificant
therefore supply more, rather than less, information.

Insured
amount

Time from start
of policy to
claim event

R3 million

4 months

Cause of
death

An insurance company may decline a claim if any material
information that would have affected the assessment of
the risk is not disclosed at application stage. While you have
our assurance that we follow a thorough assessment process
for every claim and do everything possible to settle it, full
disclosure is needed up-front to help prevent a claim from
being declined.

Heart
failure
Valid claims which were paid

95.3%
R5.1 million

1 year
11 months

Lymphoma

Invalid claims which were not
paid because the condition
claimed for did not meet the
claim requirements.

3.6%

Invalid claims which were not
paid because the policyholder
did not disclose important
information at the application
stage of the policy.

0.7%

Invalid claims which were
not paid because a claim was
made despite the claim being
specifically excluded in the
terms of the policy.

0.4%

Deferred claims, where it
is not yet clear whether the
claim is valid or not and a claim
cannot be made until this is
determined.

<0.1%
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Adding further value to your
life with cash-back bonuses
You could qualify for a free cash-back bonus every five
years if you own a Lifestyle Protector policy as well as
one or more of our qualifying investment products
through the ADDLIB benefit.

A total of R21.9 million was paid out in
ADDLIB bonuses in 2011 with the largest
single bonus being R108,848.

Should you qualify for the ADDLIB benefit, your bonus
after every 5 years is a percentage of the premiums
paid for your Lifestyle Protector policy over the period.
The higher your qualifying insured amounts and
investments with Liberty are, the higher the possible
payback percentage.

Testimony
Mr Rajiv Pillay* took out a new Lifestyle Protector policy
in 2006 with Life Cover, Absolute Protector Plus and
Living Lifestyle Plus. He also had a number of investment
policies which meant that he qualified for the ADDLIB
benefit. Over the first 5 years of his policy Mr Pillay’s
total qualifying insured amount exceeded R15 million

*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.
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each year and the value of his investments used in
determining his ADDLIB pay back percentage ranged
from R5 million to R7.5 million over the same period.
As a result, his loyalty towards Liberty was a ADDLIB
payment of R108,848 in March 2011.
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Protection

Life

Life

Protection
No matter how much you have already achieved in life, leaving your loved ones to face the emotional and daily functional
demands of life is never easy. Providing for loved ones after you have gone is your commitment – and your lasting legacy.

Liberty paid R2 billion for Life Cover claims in 2011.
Liberty will help you deliver on your promise as demonstrated by the R2 billion paid in claims for Life Cover in 2011.

Other unnatural causes
Murder
Suicide
Renal
Stroke
Other natural causes
Motor vehicle accident
Respiratory
Cancer
Cardiovascular

1.1%
4%
5.7%
5.8%
5.9%
6.7%
9%
10.7%
23.7%
27.4%

Life Cover claims by cause
For further information please read the technical details (3 and 4) on page 33.
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Causes of Life Cover
Claims where death
occurred within 3 years
of policy inception

Motor vehicle accidents

Other

Cardiovascular

Cancer

Trauma
Respiratory
Suicide
Stroke

19%
19%
18%
14%
12%
8%
6%
4%

For further information please read the technical details (4) on page 33.
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Protection

Life

Testimony

Testimony

A family man’s legacy

A promise of education

Dawie Loubser* was tragically diagnosed with
a terminal cancer. Even though he did not have
any critical illness benefits, his Liberty Life Cover
Terminal Illness Benefit automatically allowed for
the possibility of an early payout. As the medical
evidence indicated that Dawie was not expected
to live for more than 12 months due to his illness,
he met the requirements to receive the Terminal
Illness Benefit payout.

In October 2007, Mark Taylor* was killed in a motor vehicle
accident. This was four months after taking out a Lifestyle
Protector policy with the EduCator benefit. His children were
not in school yet but as soon as they enrolled, the EduCator
payments started.

Liberty paid Dawie his full Life Cover benefit
amount of R2.3 million. Since he was the person
who managed his family’s finances, this lump sum
greatly assisted him to put his family’s financial
affairs in order prior to his passing away six
months later.

• R65,240 for her 2012 Grade 4 tuition, and
• R7,330 for a 2012 supplementary allowance

*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.

Each year since this devastating accident, the promise of
an education has been fulfilled by the value of the EduCator
benefit. So far, Liberty has paid R270,350 for his eldest
daughter’s private school education, which includes:

After starting school in 2010, his youngest daughter is
now in Grade 2. So far, Liberty has paid R163,680 for her
education, which also includes this year’s amounts of:
• R65,240 for tuition, and
• R7,330 for a supplementary allowance
Mark’s children’s education will be provided for until
they complete their first tertiary qualification.
*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.

Liberty’s Promises Deliver
• The Immediate Expenses Benefit allows a portion of the Life Cover to
pay out within 48 hours of receiving all valid claims documentation.
• The EduCator benefit offers an option to cover the education costs of
a child whose parent dies or becomes disabled.
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Breakdown of Life Cover claims by gender
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23%
77%
Breakdown of Life Cover claims by age
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The graph above is consistent with the fact that the likelihood of death increases with age.
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Motor vehicle accidents the major
cause of unnatural death claims
Anyone can be involved in a motor accident. This is
especially true given that the number of deaths on
South African roads appears to be increasing every year.
From April 2010 to March 2011, the number of fatal
accidents in South Africa was 10 845, which resulted
in 13 802 deaths.

That’s why insurance is essential, even for the fit and
healthy. Insurance guarantees that even if an accident
related death were to occur within a short time after
the start of the policy, your family would not be left
financially destitute.

Source: www.arrivealive.co.za – Road Traffic Management
Corporation – Road Traffic Report March 2011.

Testimony
Financial security after the unexpected
The beneficiaries of Mark Moremi* had a motor accident
related claim paid out shortly after he purchased his policy.
Mark was a motorbike enthusiast and was involved in a fatal
accident. His beneficiaries received R7 million when
he passed away just 2 months after his policy started.

*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.

Most common motor
vehicle accident trends
• The top three road factors causing accidents are
sharp bends, poor road surfaces and visibility.
• The most vulnerable age is between 19 and 29.
• More accidents occur between 19h00 and
23h00 than any other time of day.
• Most fatal crashes occur on a Thursday,
Friday, Saturday or Sunday.
• The most vulnerable road users are pedestrians
and public transport passengers.
Source: www.arrivealive.co.za – Road Traffic Management
Corporation – Road Traffic Report March 2011.
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Being diagnosed with a critical illness is a life changing event. Suffering from cancer, a heart attack, stroke or
other serious illnesses means you and your loved ones may need to make lifestyle adjustments which often
have financial implications.

Liberty paid a total of R266 million
in critical illness claims in 2011
Cancer
Cardiac
Other
Strokes
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Eye Disorders
Renal Disorders
Loss of Limbs
Respiratory Disorders

38%
28%
17%
5%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
Living Lifestyle claims by cause
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To see the extensive list of which illnesses are included in the
“other” category, please read the technical details (5) on page 33.

Lifestyle

Protection

Protection

Lifestyle

Breakdown of Living Lifestyle claims by gender

Living
Lifestyle
claims

35%
65%
Breakdown of Living Lifestyle claims by age
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Testimony
Multiple claims restore quality to mother’s life
When Carla Schultz*, a 35 year old wife and mother, finished
work at the end of December 2010, she did not know that
she would not return to employment in the new year.
That holiday season she was involved in a motor vehicle
accident. She suffered severe head injuries, becoming part
of the high annual statistics involved in motor accidents on
our roads. Her injuries resulted in her falling into a coma
and when she was eventually discharged from hospital,
she was placed in a frail care centre. Her prognosis was
not good.
Fortunately for Carla, her financial adviser had introduced
her to Liberty’s Lifestyle Protector and its benefits. Her
Lifestyle Protector policy started in January 2006 and as at
the date of her claim in 2010, she had the following benefits:

Life
Protection

Loss of
Income
Protection

Lifestyle
Protection

Life
Cover

R1,310,796

Absolute
Protector
Plus

R1,310,796

Living
Lifestyle
Plus

R1,605,000

*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.
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As a result of her accident, her Lifestyle Protector paid:

Loss of
Income
Protection

Lifestyle
Protection

Absolute
Protector
Plus

R1,310,796

Living
Lifestyle
Plus

R1,605,000

TOTAL
R2,915,796

The benefit paid for Living Lifestyle Plus is assisting Carla
to pay for the daily care she requires. She was economically
active and the claim payment for Absolute Protector Plus
will help compensate her for the fact that she can no longer
perform her previous job and earn an income. This lump
sum benefit could be used to settle any large debts she
has or it could be invested to provide a monthly income.
Lifestyle Protector gives her family peace of mind for the
financial aspects of her condition and they can focus on
her and the care that she needs.
Even though the Living Lifestyle Plus benefit paid out 100%
of the total insured amount, the benefit has not ended
and Carla’s full benefit is still available for future unrelated
claims. Carla’s Life Cover benefit is also still fully intact.
Liberty fulfilled its promise so Carla can continue
to fulfil hers.

Cancer was our leading cause
of critical illness claims during 2011
According to a landmark report on the global cancer burden,
cancer cases will increase from an estimated 12.9 million in
2009 to 27 million in 2030. (Source: CANSA – The Cancer Association
of South Africa).
One of the major lifestyle factors affecting the likelihood of
contracting cancer is your relative body weight. This can be
measured with the Body Mass Index (BMI).

A healthy BMI means less risk of contracting certain
illnesses such as heart disease, high blood pressure,
type II diabetes, gallstones and certain cancers.
Liberty encourages all to live a healthy lifestyle, as our policy
premiums will reflect favourably on those who look after
their health and exercise regularly.

Increased body
weight and obesity

You can benefit
from multiple claims

BMI is calculated as a person’s weight, in kilograms,
divided by the square of his or her height [measured
in metres]. For example, a woman 1.67m in height and
weighing 65kg would have a BMI of 23.3. This is in the
“healthy” range. (Source Cansa.org.za).

Lifestyle Protector allows claims
on Living Lifestyle and Impairment

BMI

BMI

BMI

BMI

<18.5

18.5 - 24.9

25 - 29.9

≥30

Underweight

Healthy

Overweight

Obese

Did you know that if you have an illness protection benefit
and a loss of income protection benefit which provides
impairment cover, you may be eligible for payouts under
both in the case of a claim?
For example, if you purchased Living Lifestyle Plus and
Impairment Plus and you were to suffer a loss of a limb,
you would be eligible for a payout under both. This would
compensate you for both the fact that your future earning
ability may be restricted and the additional lifestyle costs
associated with the loss of a limb.
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Testimony

Testimony

Single woman fulfils her promise

The promise of a family
with Female Living Lifestyle

When Matsie Matuma*, a 38 year old Dental
Hygienist, signed her Lifestyle Protector application
she did not think that within a year she would have
to submit a claim on the policy.

Karen Jones* is a 35 year old who is covered on her spouse’s
Lifestyle Protector policy. The policy started at the beginning
of August 2006 and has the following benefits:

Her Lifestyle Protector, which started in June 2010,
has the following benefits:
Life
Protection

Loss of
Income
Protection

Lifestyle
Protection

Absolute
Protector
Plus

R1,000,000

Living
Lifestyle
Plus

R1,000,000

Towards the end of 2010, she started feeling ill.
A specialist physician confirmed her diagnosis as
Type I Diabetes, requiring insulin injections. Matsie
did not realise the implications of the diagnosis and
how she would have to adjust her lifestyle to prevent
the disease from spiraling out of control. While her
condition is controllable and not a critical disease,
it is still covered as it met one of the lower severity
levels at 10% of the benefit amount. She received
financial relief through a R100 000 lump sum payout.
Matsie can now focus on adjusting her lifestyle to
ensure that she controls her diabetes.

*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.
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Loss of
Income
Protection

Life
Cover

R1,187,686

Impairment
Plus

R712,611

Living
Lifestyle
Lifestyle
Protection

Lifestyle
Protection

R237,537

Top-Up & Extended
Options

Female
Living
Lifestyle

R114,752

Karen and her husband were over the moon when they returned
home with their premature but healthy baby. This was after her
previous unfortunate experience of losing her baby due to an
ectopic pregnancy. She recently recovered from a hysterectomy due
to a complication of a placental abruption during the late stages
of her last pregnancy. Karen had already received a 50% Female
Living Lifestyle benefit payment of R57 376 as a result of her ectopic
pregnancy. The remaining 50% benefit was payable for the more
recent pregnancy complication. This benefit payment assisted
Karen with the adjustments she had to make after the pregnancy
complication. She could also now spend time caring for her long
awaited baby without having concerns about the family’s finances.
*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.

Testimony
“Catch- All” cover delivers when needed most
Tahir*, a 35 year old man, always believed that serious illnesses
were something that only affected elderly people. In February
2010, Tahir decided to update his risk cover after his financial
adviser helped him realise the importance of making proper
provision for his family. Tahir’s Lifestyle Protector policy was
two months old when he started experiencing symptoms.
The following benefits were in place on his policy:

Life
Protection

Life
Protection

Lifestyle
Protection

Loss of
Income
Protection

Policy
Protection

Life
Cover

R5,619,640

Funeral
Benefit

R34,347

Living
Lifestyle
Plus

R1,700,000

Top-Up & Extended
Options

Capital
Disability

R1,498,000

Premium
Protector –
Disability

Premiums

In April 2010, he started feeling out of breath and started
coughing throughout the day. When the symptoms worsened,
he consulted his family physician, who ran medical tests,
including lung X-rays.

During the first week of September 2010, he fell seriously ill
and started coughing blood. He was rushed to ICU. After a CT
scan was done on his lungs, a diagnosis of pulmonary emboli,
pulmonary hypertension and cor pulmonale was made. The
primary reason for his continuous coughing, tiredness and
irregular heartbeats was the fact that both his lungs were filled
with blood clots. The damage to his lungs had subsequently
damaged his heart, resulting in early stages of heart failure.
Although he took his prescribed anti-coagulants, he again
suffered two serious events of pulmonary emboli in December
2010 and May 2011. Tahir’s claim was assessed against Liberty’s
market leading “Catch-All” benefit category on his Living
Lifestyle Plus benefit. His condition was serious enough to have
a Whole Person Impairment (WPI – details on page 21) score of
37% - enough to qualify him for a full 100% payout. Had it not
been for the “Catch-All” benefit category Tahir would not have
qualified for any payment because his condition did not meet the
requirements in any of the other benefit categories.
After he suffered his third case of pulmonary emboli in May 2011,
the treating specialist physician certified that he was permanently
incapacitated and therefore unable to perform his occupation.
A claim against his Capital Disability benefit was approved. In
addition, a claim on the Premium Protector – Disability benefit
was approved and Tahir has financial relief in not having to pay
the premiums for his policy.
Tahir also had another policy with the EduCator benefit and
had elected to cover his children’s education against his death
or disability. Tahir’s inability to perform his job because of his
condition led to a claim also being accepted on the EduCator
benefit. He now has peace of mind that his daughter’s education
costs are taken care of. Once again, the flexibility and diversity
of Liberty’s policies have helped our policyholders to continue
to live dignified lives.

*Names have been changed to protect the identities of the parties involved.
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What is Whole Person
Impairment [WPI]?
This relates to how functionally impaired a person is, i.e. the
functional limitations of the whole person as caused by a disease,
disorder or injury. The Liberty Catch-All benefit pays 100% of
the insured amount on the Living Lifestyle benefit when a client
has a permanent WPI calculation of 35%, provided the condition
meets the class 4 impairment criteria in the American Medical
Association (AMA) guide.

0%

40%

60%

90%

100%

WPI = normal

WPI = loss of function

WPI = loss of function

WPI = dependent

WPI = approaching

& healthy

of the lower
extremity

of the upper
extremity

on others for care

Simplified examples of WPI

Liberty’s Promises Deliver
• Liberty is one of the only insurers in the industry that will pay out on diagnosis
of a stroke even if there is full recovery.
• Liberty’s Catch-All Benefit Category uses a 35% WPI. With most other life
assurers who offer a similar feature you need a higher WPI to qualify for payment.
• Extend your cover to include cover which pays you 5% or 10% of your total cover
for less severe critical illnesses.
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death
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Upgrading older policies and keeping the
‘Best of Both’
In 2011, at absolutely no cost to hundreds of thousands of our existing clients, Liberty automatically provided a
market-leading “Best of Both” upgrade. Through this unique approach, these clients’ benefits were enhanced by
adding the latest version of the terms and conditions of their benefits to their existing cover at no cost to them.
These “Best of Both” upgrades help to ensure that the qualifying clients get the best out of their original terms and
conditions as well as the additional coverage added to their benefit. This is because any claims which occur after the
date of the upgrade are assessed on both the original terms and conditions as well as the new terms and conditions.
The final claim will be paid according to whichever version results in the highest claim payment.

Specific ‘Best of Both’ upgrades
• In April 2011, Liberty automatically upgraded a range of
older Living Lifestyle benefits with the latest available
critical illness cover on a “Best of Both” basis at no cost
to clients.
• In May 2011, Liberty automatically provided a “Best of
Both” lump sum disability upgrade to Lifestyle Protector
policyholders who owned a lump sum benefit which
provided impairment related cover. The latest impairment
claim definitions and the new Activities of Daily Living
Catch-All Benefit Category were added to the policies
of the clients that qualified at no extra cost.

• In January 2012, following the launch of the revolutionary
Income Protection solution on Lifestyle Protector, existing
qualifying Lifestyle Protector policyholders had their
current income disability benefits upgraded on a “Best of
Both” basis. Permanent impairment coverage, the market
leading Child Illness Protector benefit and the Guaranteed
Payment Period claim definitions will now provide
enhanced income protection cover at no additional
cost for those clients whose policies were upgraded.

Testimony
Young entrepreneur receives ‘Best of Both’
David Theron’s* financial adviser helped him to recognise
the need for comprehensive insurance. At the young age
of 20, David bought his first policy - a Liberty Universal
Lifestyle policy with Life Cover, Total Disability and Living
Lifestyle benefits. In April 2011, David’s Living Lifestyle
benefit was enhanced through the “Best of Both” upgrade.
Only a few months later, in September 2011, at the age of
30, he unfortunately suffered a stroke. Under the original

terms and conditions of his Living Lifestyle benefit, David’s
condition would not have qualified for a claim payment.
However because of the additional claim definitions
which were added to his policy through the “Best of Both”
upgrade, he received a 25% payout on the diagnosis of the
stroke. His condition will be reassessed after a couple of
months and the remaining 75% of the claim may be paid
out depending on the severity of his condition.
*Names have been changed to protect the identities of the parties involved.
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Loss of Income
Protection

Diabetes
Arthritis
Stroke
Eye Disorders
Central Nervous System
Cardiac
Mental
Cancer
Skeletal
Other
Trauma

1%
4%
4%
5%
7%
9%
10%
10%
14%
17%
19%

Loss of Income Protection claims by cause
For further information about this graph please read the technical details
(6) on page 33.
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Income

Liberty paid R327 million in lump sum disability
and monthly income disability claims during 2011

Protection

Our biggest asset in life is not a home or a car but the ability to earn an income. What would the impact on your life
be if you were suddenly unable to perform your job due to an accident, injury or illness? You may lose your ability to
provide for yourself and your dependants temporarily or even on a permanent basis. You can protect yourself against
such a risk by purchasing a loss of income protection benefit. You can choose that the benefit be paid as a lump sum
or monthly income to protect you and your family against such risks.

Breakdown of Loss of Income Protection claims by gender

Loss of
Income
Protection
claims

33%

Income

Protection

67%
Breakdown of Loss of Income Protection claims by age
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Testimony

Testimony

Retaining an income even
though suffering an illness

Disability due to illness
can occur at any age

In 2007, Simon Milner*, an author and editor
with more than 25 years experience, started
experiencing pain and stiffness in his hands while
working. After consulting his doctor and specialists
about the pains, it was discovered that he was
suffering from osteoarthritis. Although Simon only
had a few years to go to his retirement, he was
passionate about his work and was determined to
work for as long as he could. Unfortunately, in 2011,
his condition had worsened to the extent that he
was simply unable to do his job any longer.

In August, 2010, Ken Smith*, a financial adviser,
purchased a Lifestyle Protector policy with:

Fortunately, Simon had purchased Loss of Income
Protection with the Absolute Protector Plus benefit
in 2004. When he was no longer able to work in 2011
because of his condition, he was paid his full sum
assured of R500,000.
*Names have been changed to protect
the identities of the parties involved.

Liberty’s Promises Deliver
• We are the first company to offer
Whole of Life income protection.

Lifestyle
Protection

Loss of
Income
Protection

Loss of
Income
Protection

Living
Lifestyle

R1,800,000

Capital
Disability

R3,500,000

Income
Disability

R25,000
per month

During April 2011, at the age of 37, he was diagnosed with
cardiomyopathy. Cardiomyopathy is a chronic disease of the
heart muscle, in which the weakened muscle loses the ability
to pump blood effectively, resulting in irregular heartbeats
and possibly even heart failure. A claim was submitted and
a 75% severity level payment of R1,350,000 was paid out
under the Living Lifestyle benefit.
Subsequently, the permanence of the cardiomyopathy was
established and that Ken was permanently unable to perform
the duties of his job. As a result, an amount of R3,500,000
was paid out to him under the Capital Disability benefit.
In addition, he is also receiving a monthly claim amount
of R25,000 under the Income Disability benefit and will
continue to do so until the age of 65. The payout of R25,000
will increase every year keeping pace with inflation.
*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.
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Policy

Protection
We want to help you cover your life through both the ups and the downs. Needless to say, the last thing you would want
is to lose the protection offered by your policy due to the fact that you could no longer afford to pay the premiums.
Good thing then that Liberty has that covered. Our Premium Protector benefits will pay your premiums if you can’t due
to retrenchment, death of a co-insured under your policy (such as your wife or business partner) or disability.
Life changing events such as the birth of a child or the purchase of a new home may affect your insurance needs. But
what if you became uninsurable due to poor health? Our Future Protector benefit allows you to protect against this risk
by allowing you to purchase additional cover without any further medical assessments other than a negative HIV result.

Donovan Marino*, a self-employed businessman
and husband and father, took out various Lifestyle
Protector policies.

the recommendation of his financial adviser, Donovan has
the financial relief of not having to pay for the premiums on
his policies right up until his expected retirement age of 65.

In March 2011, Donovan was unfortunately diagnosed
with cancer of the spine and couldn’t continue to support
himself or his family due to his disease. He received
multiple claim payouts from the various benefits on his
policies. In addition, because Donovan decided to include
the Premium Protector – Disability benefit on

This has given him the peace of mind that the rest of his and
his wife’s cover will be there to provide them with financial
security for many years to come.

*Names have been changed to protect the identities
of the parties involved.
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Policy

Peace of mind with policy protection

Protection

Testimony
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Protection

Policy

Testimonials
Testimonial 1
In March last year, I suffered the most unfortunate experience of my life. On a quiet Tuesday night, I was burgled and,
as a result, fell three stories, where I broke my back, both legs, all my ribs, punctured a lung and lost my right kidney!
I am grateful that I had my Liberty policy in place as to this day I have had a spinal fusion, leg pins and hip screws inserted
and have not been able to return to my job as a personal trainer.
I have just come out of my second back operation for removal of some of my back spinal fusions and I am having my leg
pins and hip screws removed in 6 months time. I will be going for my kidney scan next week to see if there is function in
my right kidney. I have been seeing a psychologist for my mental trauma.
I have been asked to give my story to help inspire and help those in similar predicaments. I had a huge following being
a three time runner up in Mr. Fitness SA and I was wondering if Liberty would like to use my story to promote this policy.
It has been something that has had a major benefit in my life and my recovery with not being able to work.
I again would like to say what an incredible policy this has been for my health, wellness and way of life!

Yours Sincerely,

Testimonials

Gordon Stevens
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Testimonial 2
My children and I have a need to say thank you. The sudden death of Elna was a life changing tragedy. The emotional reality
of her death will take a while to process.
At that stage, we did not even think about the financial implications of Elna’s death. Not only the immediate expenses, but
also the fact that half the family’s income fell away. Fortunately, my pension fund had cover for my spouse and Elna also had
a pension fund. Unfortunately, and to our surprise, it took very long for both of our companies to respond. After a few very
difficult calculations and a SARS account of R200,000, we received the funds three month later.
Luckily, Louis and Welna Nel of Nel Brokers had previously sold us life insurance with Liberty. The response to our request
was handled very promptly. Within two weeks of submitting the documentation, Liberty paid and I could pay all our debts.
This included our motor vehicles and bond. With this, we saved about 70% of Elna’s income. The relief of some of our stress
in a very emotional time was great.
Please tell those involved that we are utterly grateful.

Testimonials

MC Britz
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Appendix
The Technical Details
1) Total risk claims paid from January to December 2011
was: R 2,597,364,723.
2) A breakdown of the risk claims paid for 2011
Lifestyle claims – R2,214 billion1 [R2,214,110,874]
• R1.646 billion for death claims [R1,646,829,250]
• R266 million for critical illness claims [R266,039,499]
• R269.9 million for lump sum disability claims [R269,955,562]
• R31.2 million for income disability claims2 [R31,286,563]
Capital Alliance claims – R290.1 million [R290,173,042]
• R269.7 million for death3 claims [R269,742,057]
• R20.4 million for lump sum disability claims [R20,430,985]
Liberty Active claims – R93.2 million [R93,218,474]
• R87.4 million for death4 claims [R87,453,917]
• R5.5 million for disability claims [R5,764,557]
1

2

3
4

Lifestyle claims include: Lifestyle Protector, Universal
Lifestyle, Penta Plus, Lifestyle Term Select and Guaranteed
Reviewable Lifestyle.
Income disability claims include premiums waived
and Overhead Expenses Benefit claims
Includes Funeral cover of R49,958,039
Includes Funeral cover of R23,415,661

3) Conditions included in “Life Cover claims”:
The Life Cover claims by cause graph represents claims which
had a clear cause of death defined and constitutes 65.8% of
2011 death claims. A further 30.4% of total 2011 death claims were
due to natural causes and 3.8% were due to unnatural causes but
the precise cause of death was not clearly specified.
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4) Conditions included in “death and terminal illness claims”:
Death as a result of trauma includes: murder, aeroplane
accidents, major burns, drowning.
“Other” deaths include: Renal, Gastro Intestinal, Neurological
disorders, chronic liver failure, H1N1, HIV, Multi-organ failure,
operation complications, natural deaths.
5) Conditions included in the Living Lifestyle “other” claims
Other includes: Coma, Urogenital,endocrine, blood disorders,
aplastic anaemia, chronic liver disorders, ear, nose and throat
disorders, other autoimmune disorders, gastro intestinal
disorders, pancreatic, speech, traumatic brain injuries, traumatic
head and neck injuries, spinal injuries, major burns, AIDS,
Catch All, Femability.
6) Conditions included in “other” for Loss of Income
Protection claims
Other includes: Viral infection, Wegners granulomatosis,
Urinary Disorder, Vertigo, Tuberculosis, Tonsilitis, Thyroid,
Surgery, Sleep Apnoea, SLE, Skin Disorder, Respiratory Disorders
/ Asthma, Sinusitis, Pregnancy, PVD, Peripheral Neuropathy,
Parkinson’s, Paraplegia, P A Syndrome, Necrosis, Multi Organ
Failure, Muscular Dystrophy, Multiple Sclerosis, Motor Neuron
Disease, Memory Loss, Loss of Limbs, Liver Disorders, Kidney
Stones, Hyperthyroidism, Hypertension, Huntington’s Disease,
HIV, Hernia, Guillian Barre Syndrome, Graves Disease, Glacoma,
Gastric Disorders, Fybromayalgia, Epilepsy, Encephalitis, Emboli,
Ear Disorders, Diabetes, Deep Vein Thrombosis, Cystitis, Coma,
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Benign Tumor, Brain Disease, Bone
Disorders, Atrophy, Abcess, Amputation, Aneurysm, Ankylosing
Spondylosis, Amputation, Abcess Arthritis includes
Rheumatoid Arthritis.
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